
Protective Partition, Barrier  
& Wall Cladding Solutions
In an ever-changing environment, we at Palram Americas are available to support  
you and your business with effective solutions to protect our communities.

For service providers at retail and public facilities who need to be better 

protected during frequent encounters with shoppers and visitors, we offer 

a wide array of protective partition solutions, made of Polycarbonate or PVC 

transparent sheets, which reduce chances of viral transmission.

Learn more: PALSUN®, PALCLEAR®, PALGARD® and SUNLITE® solutions.

For caregivers and service teams whose critical roles require mobility at 

public places, we offer barrier materials for protective facemasks that can 

provide full coverage with high clarity and transparency.  

Learn more:  PALCLEAR®, PALSUN®

For healthcare facilities, laboratories and food preparation  

areas, that require high bio-security standards and hygiene, we offer 

PALCLAD® PRO HYG, an active antimicrobial cladding system that kills or 

inhibits the growth of a wide variety of pathogens on contact.

How to Disinfect / Sanitize Polycarbonate and PVC Surfaces 

Isopropyl Alcohol
Alcohol solutions (isopropyl alcohol / purified water) or wipes  with at least 70 percent alcohol are effective for sanitization of 
most hard surfaces. First, clean the surface with soap and water. Apply the alcohol solution (do not dilute it) and let it sit on 
the surface for at least 30 seconds to disinfect. Wipe dry with a clean cloth.
 
Hydrogen Peroxide
Household (3 percent) hydrogen peroxide is effective in deactivating most viruses within 6 to 8 minutes of exposure. Pour it 
undiluted into a spray bottle and spray it on the surface to be cleaned, but let it sit on the surface for 8 minutes and wipe dry 
with a clean cloth.
 
For use of other sanitizing agents, please contact the manufacturer to ensure compatibility to PVC and PC prior to use.

Our global manufacturing facilities are operative as per local government guidelines. 
For more information, contact our Inside Sales Team at: 800.999.9459  

https://www.palram.com/us/product/palsun-polycarbonate-flat-sheets/
https://www.palram.com/us/product/palclear-pvc-flat-sheets/
https://www.palram.com/us/product/palgard3x/
https://www.palram.com/us/product/sunlite-polycarbonate-multi-wall/
https://www.palram.com/us/product/palclear-pvc-flat-sheets/
https://www.palram.com/us/product/palsun-polycarbonate-flat-sheets/
https://www.palram.com/us/product/palclad-pro-hyg/?highlight=PALCLAD%C2%AE%20PRO%20HYG

